Put Historical Risk Data to Work

Use OnSolve Risk Insights for a Better Threat and Vulnerability Assessment

One of the most effective ways to mitigate the impact of physical threats on your organization is to conduct a threat and vulnerability assessment. OnSolve® Risk Insights gives risk, security and business continuity professionals easy access to historical risk reporting that is essential to the threat assessment process.

The ability to sort, filter and analyze threat data from the past provides the knowledge needed to conduct a more comprehensive, evidence-based threat and vulnerability assessment contributing to long-term operational resilience.
The Importance of a Threat Assessment

Whether your team conducts an annual threat and vulnerability assessment, a hazard vulnerability assessment or a risk assessment, the goal is the same: To identify, analyze and evaluate potential threats to the organization and determine how to better prepare for and respond to them for improved business continuity, to meet duty of care requirements, or comply with ISO 22301 or other regulations.

A threat assessment typically involves the following steps:

- **Risk identification**: What are the most prevalent threats to the organization?
- **Risk analysis**: What is the severity and likely impacts of these threats to operations and employees?
- **Risk control**: What policies and procedures are needed to prepare for and respond to these risks?
- **Risk monitoring and review**: Was the response to threats in the past effective?

While a threat assessment is extremely valuable, there are often challenges associated with the process.

### Accurate historical data analysis

It can be difficult to get the data and data granularity required for proper analysis and often new spikes and trends may be missing.

### Uniform methodology

If various locations or departments use different tools or approaches, it can be difficult to compare results and make appropriate decisions.

### Budget and resource constraints

Outsourcing a risk analysis to a consulting firm can be expensive, but manual research in-house is slow and inefficient.

### Reporting

Without detailed and customized reports, risk and security teams can’t explain the results to the C-suite and gain buy-in for recommendations.
Risk Insights enables security and business continuity professionals to overcome these challenges by making it easy to:

**Conduct geographical analysis**
Determine the physical risks associated with a particular location and the potential resulting impacts of those risks.

**Identify historical trends**
Use previous patterns to make informed decisions and strategize for current and potential future risks.

**Define risk profiles**
Identify the most significant risks to the business and which areas of the risk profile can be improved for better operational resilience.

---

**Risk Insights Features to Support Your Threat Assessment**

**Visual reports**
Interact with a visual dashboard of reports for improved visibility into risk data and a deeper understanding of threats to the business.

**Custom filtering**
Isolate specific risks that pose the biggest threat based on event type or severity for a more detailed and focused threat assessment.

**Research and reporting**
Conduct detailed research and create reports based on specific time ranges and/or locations to identify top concerns and trends.

**Cross-facility evaluation and understanding**
Identify locations with a higher incidence of risk events in the past and perform gap analysis for better outcomes in the future.

---

**Innovative Technology for a Better Threat Assessment**
Use Risk Insights to explore and analyze trends in physical threat data, target specific geographic locations, filter by risk categories and timeframes, and customize reports — all from an intuitive dashboard.
What Makes Risk Insights Unique?

Risk Insights provides historical reporting from the largest dataset of physical risk in the industry to help organizations better understand threat exposure. Risk Insights data is sourced from our AI-powered Risk Intelligence solution, featuring tens of thousands of verified sources globally and years of historical reports of risk events.

Additional benefits include:

- **Granularity:** Zoom into a specific time range or region of interest, even down to the neighborhood level. Filter by specific risk categories or severity levels.
- **Comprehensive scope:** Data is sourced from our analyst vetted AI-powered Risk Intelligence offering, featuring tens of thousands of verified global sources and years of historical reports of risk events.
- **Empowerment of existing resources:** Current security teams can quickly conduct accurate and thorough threat assessments cost effectively while delivering higher quality results.
- **Standardized approach:** Unify all areas of the organization in their goals and methodology for evaluating and handling risk, across all locations and departments.

OnSolve Benefits

With OnSolve Risk Insights, risk, security and business continuity professionals can evaluate past risk behaviors for improved outcomes in the future. Conduct targeted research on historical threat data, identify risk trends tailored to your business goals and create customized reports. Better forecasting and long-term operational resilience start with a well-executed threat assessment today.

Schedule a demonstration to see how Risk Insights can help your security and business continuity teams deliver informed, evidence-based threat assessments.